Cookie Policy
Our website https://escrh.eu/ uses cookies to distinguish you from other users of our website.
This helps us provide you with a good experience when you browse our website and also allows
us to improve our site.
All websites which operate across certain parts of the European Union are required to obtain
consent using or storing cookies (or similar technologies) on your computers or mobile device.
This cookie policy provides you with clear and comprehensive information about the cookies
we use and the purposes for using them.

1. Who is responsible for the processing of your data?
The European Society of Contraception and Reproductive Health, ‘a private foreign association
with a center of operations in Belgium’, that has its registered office at Centre de Régulation
des Naissances, Hòpital Saint-Louis, I. Avenue Claude Vellefaux, 75475 Paris CEDEX 10,
France and is registered in the Belgian Crossroads Bank for Enterprises under the number
0479.140.903 (hereinafter 'ESC' or ‘we’) is responsible for the processing of data as described
in this cookie policy.
This cookie policy applies to the following website of ESC: https://escrh.eu/ (hereinafter "our
Website").
It is important to read this cookie policy carefully. If you have any further questions, please do
not hesitate to contact us by letter at ESC Central Office, Opalfeneweg 3, B-1740 Ternat,
Belgium or by e-mail to info@escrh.eu.
For more information about our privacy policy, please refer to our privacy policy.

2. What is a cookie?
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that we store on your browser or the hard drive
of your computer. Unless you have adjusted your browser setting so that it will refuse cookies,
our system will issue cookies as soon as you visit our site.
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3. Key concepts
First and third-party cookies: whether a cookie is 'first' or 'third' party refers to the domain
placing the cookie. First-party cookies are those set by a website that is being visited by the
user at the time (e.g. cookies placed by https://escrh.eu/).
Third-party cookies are cookies that are set by a domain other than that of the website being
visited by the user. If a user visits a website and another entity sets a cookie through that
website, this would be a third-party cookie.
Persistent cookies: these cookies remain on a user’s device for the period of time specified
in the cookie. They are activated each time that the user visits the website that created that
particular cookie.
Session cookies: these cookies allow website operators to link the actions of a user during a
browser session. A browser session starts when a user opens the browser window and finishes
when they close the browser window. Session cookies are created temporarily. Once you close
the browser, all session cookies are deleted.

4. What categories of cookies do we use on our Website?

Categories
Strictly

Description

necessary Strictly necessary cookies guarantee functions without which you

cookies
Analytical

would not be able to use our Website as intended.
and Performance cookies collect information on how users interact with

performance

our Website, including what pages are visited most, as well as other

cookies

analytical data. We use these details to improve how our Websites
function and to understand how users interact with them.

Marketing cookies

These cookies are used to display relevant advertising to visitors who
use our services or visit our Website, as well as to understand and
report on the efficacy of ads served on our Website. They track details
such as the number of unique visitors, the number of times particular
ads have been displayed, and the number of clicks the ads have
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received. They are also used to build user profiles, including showing
you ads based on products you’ve viewed or acts you have taken on our
(and other) websites. These are set by automatic and trusted third
party networks and are generally persistent in nature.

A full list of the specific cookies we use on our Website is added below. To go to the full list of
cookies, click here.

5. How to control, disable and delete cookies
You can delete or deactivate cookies from our Website at any time, either via your web browser
settings or on the websites of the various third parties that install cookies.
If you are using different computers, smartphones and/or tablets, please remember to set your
cookie preferences on each of those devices.

6. Changing your cookie settings
You can manage cookie preferences at any time via the cookie banner.
a. via your web browser
Most browsers are initially set up to automatically accept cookies. You can also change the
settings to block cookies or to alert you when cookies are being sent to your device.
It is easy to manage cookies. Click on one of the links below to go directly to your browser
manual.
- Cookie settings in Internet Explorer
- Cookie settings in Firefox
- Cookie settings in Chrome
- Cookie settings in Safari
- Cookie settings in Microsoft Edge
Warning: we have no control over the content of the above-mentioned pages. These links can
be changed by the responsible persons of the respective browsers.
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b. Third party cookies
During your visit to our Website, in addition to the cookies installed by ESC, cookies may also
be installed by third parties. Below you will find the links to the websites of these third parties,
which sometimes also install cookies. There you will find more information about these third
parties, their privacy policies and you may be able to choose not to accept their cookies (if
possible). We have no control over the location and content of the pages of these third parties.
- Google Analytics: privacy policy and cookie settings
- Facebook: privacy policy and information on Facebook advertising
We do our best to keep the list of third parties that may install cookies when visiting our
Website up to date. However, we cannot guarantee that the list of third parties will be complete
at all times.
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7. What specific cookies do we use on our Website?
Cookie name

Description

Category

Expiration

First party / Third party
cookie

wordpress_[hash]

This

cookie

stores

the Strictly necessary cookies

End of session

First party cookie

End of session

First party cookie

End of session

First party cookie

1 year

First party cookie

1 year

First party cookie

End of session

First party cookie

authentication details on
login.
wordpress_logged_in_[hash] This cookie is used to Strictly necessary cookies
indicate

when

you

are

logged in, and who you are.
wordpress_sec_[hash]

This cookie is used to store Strictly necessary cookies
your authentication details.

wp-settings-time-1,

WordPress uses this cookie Strictly necessary cookies

wp-settings-1

to customize your view of
admin

interface,

and

possibly also the main site
interface.
WordPress_clef_session

This WordPress cookie is Strictly necessary cookies
necessary

to

use

the

administrator zone.
_wordpress_test_cookie

This

WordPress

cookie Strictly necessary cookies

makes sure that cookies on
the websites can be used.
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wfwaf-authcookie-[hash]

This cookie is essential for Strictly necessary cookies

1 day

First party cookie

1 year

First party cookie

keeping the site secure. This
cookie authenticates your
login request and notifies
the website admin when an
administrator logs in from a
new device or location.
__cfduid

This cookie is set by the Strictly necessary cookies
CloudFlare

service

to

identify trusted web traffic.
It does not correspond to
any user id in the web
application, nor does the
cookie store any personally
identifiable information.
__utma

This cookie is used to Analytical

and 2 years

determine new visitors or performance cookies

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

return visitors.
__utmb

This cookie is used to Analytical

and 30 min

determine new visitors or performance cookies

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

return visitors.
__utmc

This cookie is used to track Analytical
visitor

behavior

and performance cookies

and End of session

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

measure site performance.
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__utmz

This cookie is used to Analytical

and 6 months

determine the source of performance cookies

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

traffic, media campaigns
and related terms.
_gat

This

cookie

does

remember

not Analytical

and End of session

user performance cookies

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

information. It allows our
website to limit the amount
of

requests

to

doubleclick.net
_gid

This cookie is used by Analytical

and 1 day

Google Analytics to keep performance cookies

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

track of the number of
visitors.
_ga

This cookie is used by Analytical
Google

Analytics

and 2 years

for performance cookies

Third party cookie (Google
Analytics)

amount of visitors, unique
visitors,

sessions

and

campaign data. A random
generated ID is used.
_utma, _utmb, _utmc, _utmt, This third party cookies are Analytical
_utmv, _utmz

used by Google Analytics to performance cookies

and Per session up to Third party cookie (Google
2 years

Analytics)

determine new visitors or
new sessions. This cookie is
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generated

when

JavaScript

library

the
is

executed.
act, c_user, datr, fr, presence, These
sb, spin, xs

are

Facebook Marketing cookies

3 months

Third party cookie (Facebook)

advertiser cookies. They are
used for reporting on social
campaigns, troubleshooting
campaign

set

up

and

building aggregated pools of
audiences

for

targeting

based on behavior trends on
and off our Website.
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